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My perspective

z
z
z

z

HBS MBA ‘91 A
11-year hotel veteran
Consultant to highengagement organizations
Chronic interviewer

z

z

An “appreciative inquiry into the
dark side of work”
52 in-depth interviews
z

z

Mostly mid-level corporate staff

Basically, I asked: How do your
personal values relate to your
work?
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Goals for the session
z

z

z

Understand the subtle ways organizations can
pressure employees into compromises that
undermine results
Practice a simple
p leadership
p technique
q
for
inviting real engagement
Explore ways to minimize the risks of
unhealthy compromise and increase real
engagement
z
z

Leadership practices
Follower practices
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Business is raising the bar on itself
135 countries recommit
to the U.N. Global Compact

Businesses from

in the New York Declaration in 2010

250+ members of Business for
Social Responsibility
making up 42% of the US economy

6

financial
institutions use

trust in their S.F.
Bay
y Area ads

4562

MBA’s have

MBA
Oath

signed the

Sources:
2009 BSR Report, revenues from members with over $1 bil in revenue totaled $6 trillion
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The U.S. economy in 2009 was $14.3 trillion http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/US_Economy
MBAOath.org 11/1/10
http://www.unglobalcompact.org/index.html

Change is accelerating
2010 IBM Study
Business Predictions from 1500+ Global CEO’s

“All we’ve done this
past year is change.”
-- Manager

2010 IBM Study: Capitalizing on Complexity, based on interviews with over 1500 global CEO’s, p 15
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And
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ss
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o
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What challenges is this creating?
z
z

For you?
For the leaders you support?
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Employee engagement is promising
Increasingly recognized as a strategic opportunity
z

Higher Performance
Up to 60% higher discretionary effort
Up to 20% higher performance

z

Higher Retention
Up to 87% less likely to leave

z

Increased Organizational Effectiveness
Correlations with Quality, Ethical Cultures, Relationships

Core Characteristics
• Pride, commitment
• Intent to perform
• Motivation to stay &
promote the company

Definition -- Sirota Consulting – Sirota.com, and BlessingWhite.com
1990’s Delta Airlines Commercial with halfback Sam Singletary http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0JQ8jNAodu0
Corporate Leadership Council (50,000 employees, 59 global corp’s, 10 industries, 27 countries)
http://www.lloydmorgan.com/PDF/Driving%20Performance%20and%20Retention%20Through%20Employee%20Engagement.pdf
Ethics Resource Council - http://www.ethics.org/page/nbes-supplemental-research-briefs
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Engagement often erodes over time
46%
< 1 Year

WorkPride
W
k P id
vs Tenure

33%
26%

1 3 Years
1-3
3-5 Years

26%
21%

22%
>20 Years

5-10 Years

10-20 Years

Pride correlates with:
z Quality
z Organizational
effectiveness
z Staff retention
Source: Sirota Consulting http://www.sirota.com/pdfs/Pride_The_Hidden_Corporate_Asset.pdf, p 3
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Because commitments can “drift”
drift
Organizational promises, values and practices
naturally erode over time as:
z
z
z

z

z

I swear we’ll
come back & do it
right later!

Leaders and roles change
Reorganizations cause “resets”
N
New
programs crowd
d out old
ld best
b
practices
Complexity makes coordination and
follow-through harder
Misinterpretations replicate

Which causes employees
to disengage

Is this real
change
h
or ffake
k
change?
I’m feeling the
“wounds of
commitment”
it
t”

Talk

Walk

Which commitments
are real?
Image inspired by Walter L Livingston,’s “fuzzball” in Have Fun at Work
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Creating unhealthy pressure
to compromise
p

Alter or
Lower
censor
quality of
professional
work
judgment

Betray
y
personal
character
traits

Sacrifice
health or
relationships

Break
Stray
y from
Break
promises, personal
other
commitpurpose
personal
ments or or mission principles
standards
or values

Lie or
break the
law

Type of Pressure
Data from The Compromise Trap by Elizabeth Doty, p. 40 – percent of participants mentioning each type of pressure
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See www.compromisetrap.com for more information..

Which rewards the wrong behavior
H lth P
HealthyPressure
Rewards for pursuing higher values
And/or penalties for pursuing lower

H lth C
HealthyCompromise
i
Giving up something less valuable
For something more

Everyday Pressures
Healthy / Unhealthy

UnhealthyPressure
Unhealthy Pressure

UnhealthyCompromise
Unhealthy Compromise

Rewards for pursuing lower values
And/or penalties for pursuing higher

Giving up something more valuable
For something less

Training & development plays a
distinct role in the response
Building leadership capacity
z Hearing
H
i
about
b
private
i
dil
dilemmas
z Modeling constructive courage
…. Amidst constant change,
change shifting expectations
and expanding responsibilities
z

Excerpt of definition, from OD Network website 9/8/10 -- http://www.odnetwork.org/aboutod/index.php
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Leaders often don’t recognize the pattern
We were getting incredible results…
but the senior executive told us to
back off.

I was told to put the loan through for
the boss’ friend… even though I knew
it was a bad loan.

I warned them that our QA wasn’t
effective… but no one would listen.
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Sample impact
Outcome
Measures

Visible Results

Time

Leadership Focus
“Reset”
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And would be alarmed at the costs
Business Costs of (Unhealthy) Compromise
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z

Decreased productivity & engagement
Poor quality & execution
Increased rework
Leadership overload
Lost talent
Lost customers
Lost opportunities to innovate
Increased risk

I’m not going
to fight you to
help you!

Individual Costs
Societal Costs

Photo of Deepwater Horizon explosion from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deepwater_Horizon
Swiss cheese metaphor adapted from James Reason, author of Human Error
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What can we do?
z
z

What implications do you see?
How can we prevent or avoid these risks and costs?
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What can we do?
Leadership Practices
“Wanting to Know”

Opportunity Scans
Clarify/align

+

Renegotiate
g
Improve
Innovate

Follower Practices
Engagement
g g
Skills
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Do you really want to know?
z

What are the signs?
z
z

Verbal, non-verbal, action?
Before, during, after?
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You try it
Think of a strategic relationship where there
might be penalties for someone to bring you
bad news
z Up, down, or across
Jot down
J
d
a ffew notes
z Reflecting on your recent behavior, how much
have you communicated an interest in really
wanting
ti
tto k
know th
the ffully
ll story?
t
?
z What can you actually handle? What would help?
z What are the risks of not knowing?
z Which of the signals or clues might you use to
convey your interest and how you want to be
involved?
20

Pair reflections
What did you notice?
How might you use this with the
leaders you support?
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What can we do?
Leadership Practices
“Wanting to Know”

Opportunity Scans
Clarify/align

+

Renegotiate
g
Improve
Innovate

Follower Practices
Engagement
g g
Skills
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Engagement begins with the
organization’s
organization
s commitments
What you stand for, how you operate, where you’re headed….
Here’s
He
e’s how
ho we
e
believe in treating
our customers….

Here’s how to
succeed here…

It’s important to follow
these procedures to
protect against…
against

COMMITMENTS TO EMPLOYEES

COMMITMENTS TO THE WORLD

Builds Sense of Equity, Camaraderie, and Pride

Builds Sense of Pride

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job Role & Compensation
Performance Expectations
Involvement Opportunities
Resources & Tools Available
Rewards & Advancement
Communication Norms
Company Values toward Employees

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brand Promises
Quality Standards
Service Guarantees
Safety Health,
Safety,
Health Ethical Standards
Social & Environmental Responsibilities
Business Strategies
Company Mission & Values toward External Stakeholders

With thanks to Hanley Brite, Creating the Engaged Organization, authenticconnections.com
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Good news about disengagement
You can use it as a barometer
Of the health of all your business relationships & commitments
Leaders
Customers

Effort, Information Flow,
Ethics, Retention

Engagement

Brand Promises, Quality,
Customer Relationships

Investors

Cost Effectiveness,
Risk Management, Reporting
Accuracy, Ethics
Health & Safety,
Corporate Citizenship,
Regulatory Standards

Coordination,
Equity,
Camaraderie

Other
Employees

Employees

Society

Environmental
Responsibility & Benefits

Environment

Opportunity Scan Process
Use periodic Opportunity Scans to keep commitments real
Recalibrate rather than adding new programs
Reinforcing a culture of high-engagement
Opportunity Scan

Dialogue & Recalibration

Action

Clarify/align
Renegotiate
Improve
Innovate

Leader
Toolkit

Team Member
Toolkit
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Sample scan
A periodic review to help keep commitments real by enabling
recalibration
Stakeholder Group: Customers
1. How Real Are Our Commitments to Customers In Practice?
(Accounting example)

Promise

Keep all data absolutely private
Respond quickly to all requests
Offer cutting edge advice
Save money on client taxes
Complete returns on time
Avoid audits for clients

3. How Frank Can We Be?
Desired

Level 3: Safe to Talk About
Whatever Is Important

Current

Level 2: Safe to Talk About
Positive Subjects
Level 1: Safe to Talk With
Specific Individuals
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2. How Aligned
g
Are We?
Reality

Width=% Responses; Forward = High Priority

What can we do?
Leadership Practices
“Wanting to Know”

Opportunity Scans
Clarify/align

+

Renegotiate
g
Improve
Innovate

Follower Practices
Engagement
g g
Skills
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Engagement skills
Adopt a New Strategy

R d fi
Redefinethe
h
Game
PlayAlong
Everyday Pressures
Healthy / Unhealthy

Personal
Foundations

Rebel
R b l

Five Positive Plays
Healthy Compromise

Positive Limits

Boss, this isn’t ok.
I had to treat their
concerns more seriously.

Candid Conversations

Let’s make this real.

Skillful Influence

Constructive Exit

These people don’t
need
d soft
f drinks
d k

If I’m going to be
fired anyway…
anyway

Engagement skills in action
We were getting incredible results…
but the senior executive told us to
back off.
Do you really

have concerns
about pursuing
this path?

I was told to put the loan through for
the boss’ friend… even though I knew
it was a bad loan.
I’m
I
m not going to
I took the
Company
Attorney with me
to see the CEO.

make a bad loan –
but I will walk you
through my analysis.

I warned them that our QA wasn’t
effective… but no one would listen.
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Sample payoffs
Textile Manufacturer

“We will no longer
be able to escalate
delayed orders.”

Custom Test Development

“Let’s invest the time
we need to do it right
the first time.”

Order Delivery Time
6 weeks
2 weeks

Reduction

Design Changes
& Quality Issues
Test Development Time
60 weeks

10-25%

40 weeks

15%
5%

Reduction
0%

Design
Changes
Complex Insurance Claims

Time to First Claimant Contact
5-7 days

“No interruptions
between 8 and 10am.”

24 hours

80%

QA
Rejects
Attorney
Involvement

Reduction
20%
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Invitation
To take the next step…
z Pilot
Pil an O
Opportunity
i S
Scan
z
z
z
z

z

Invest in Engagement Skills
z
z

z

High potentials struggling with engagement?
Overloaded team needing
g more time?
Critical team not making sufficient progress?
Global team struggling for alignment?
Weighing Healthy and Unhealthy Compromise
The Power of a Positive No

Provide feedback or suggestions
z

888-WorkLore or info@worklore.com
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APPENDIX
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Integrity
g y
Being whole, true, undivided and sound, including:
Motion – Action
Consistency between
words and actions
Eye – Seeing
Being open to seeing
the world as it is
Heart – Caring
Sustaining relationships and
fulfilling a worthwhile purpose

“Right Relationship to
Reality”
Reality
Adapted from John Beebe, Integrity in Depth. Carolyn and Ernest Fay Series in Analytical
Psychology)(Bryan, TX: Texas A & M University Press, 1992.)
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Healthy & Unhealthy Compromise
Compromise -- Adapting to pressure or constraint by giving something up
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10 Misconceptions about Compromise
Misconception

Alternative Proposition

1. Compromise is always healthy.
2 Good
2.
G d companies
i and
d lleaders
d
don’t create unhealthy pressure
to compromise.
3. Unhealthy pressure is the
leader’s
leader
s fault.
4. You have to go along to survive.

Compromise can be unhealthy too.
d companies and
d lleaders
d
create
Even good
unhealthy pressure to compromise.

5. You’ll always know if you’re
crossing a line.
6. The company sets the terms.
7. You should just say no.
8. Refusing
g to compromise
p
means
fighting back.
9. You thrive when you get to the
top.
10. Individual integrity adds up to
organizational integrity.

Your own integrity can’t depend on your
leader’s.
leader
s.
Going along can become a self-depleting trap –
and there are much better options!
Compromise is more likely to be gradual
because blinders make it hard to see at the
time.
time
More is negotiable than you think.
You need more than a “just say no” strategy to
be ready when the pressure hits.
Fighting
g
g is one option,
p
but there are many
y
other ways to influence a situation.
You may or may not thrive at the top; the key
to thriving is being engaged in a meaningful
pursuit that uses your talents and allows you to
meet your real needs.
needs
Organizational integrity is much harder to
accomplish than individual integrity – yet it has
a much larger impact.
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Our usual assumptions
“Good Guys”
Inspired
Leaders

“Bad Guys”
Bernard Madoff

Admired
Companies

Peanut
Corporation
of America
British
Petroleum

Socially Responsible
Businesses
http://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/mostadmired/2010/index.html
http
//mone cnn com/maga ines/fo t ne/mostadmi ed/2010/inde html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ratan_tata
http://www.sustainablelifemedia.com/content/story/brands/jenifer_wilig_of_(red)
Samuel Lightsey, PCA Plant Manager Testifying before Congress 2/11/09
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J_0bEA7OriU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=btdlQ4oMQS0
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Bernie Madoff at Roundtable Discussion 10/07
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ab1NTIlO-FM
Photo of Deepwater Horizon explosion from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deepwater_Horizon
http://www npr org/templates/story/story php?storyId=125864847

The reality: Situational forces create blind
spots
Even good people sometimes will act
unethically without their own awareness.
Gino, Moore, Bazerman, See No Evil

Magnitude of Cheating
40%
30%
20%
10%

30%
14%

0%
0%

0%
Cash

Poker Chips

Priming with 10
Commandments

Dan Ariely, Predictably Irrational: The Hidden Forces That Shape Our Decisions (New York: Harper, 2008) p 207-221. Distribution shifted when cheating
was possible. Francesca Gino, Dona A Moore, Max Bazerman, "See No Evil: When We Overlook Other People's Unethical Behavior," HBS Working
KNowledge, January 11, 2008, http://hbswk.hbs.edu/item/5839.html, p. 26
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Which we then self-justify
self justify

Filtering
perceptions

Cycle of SelfJustification

Taking
visible
action

Need to
be right
Emotional
investment

Cycle of Self-Justification from: Mistakes Were Made (but not by me) (Elliott Aronson, Carole Tavris, 2007)
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Challenges
g
of organizational
g
integrity
g y
What it takes
z

Keeping Promises
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

z
z

Being able to gauge the capability to fulfill a promise,
Keeping track of promises and transferring them across the
organization,
Getting cooperation from other parts of the organization to
d li
deliver,
Having all individuals be promise-keepers,
Having promises seen as valid reasons in decision-making,
Educating individuals into the system of promise-keeping,
Having systems to correct when promises are broken

Cultural Openness
Relationships & Worthwhile Purpose

What it takes adapted from Marvin Brown’s, Corporate Integrity
and Lynn Sharpe Paine’s, Value Shift.
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Causes of unhealthy pressure
Blind Spots
z Unconscious
U
i
contradictions
t di ti
z Misinterpretations
Organizational
g
Loopholes
p
z “Narcolepsy” – dropping commitments over time
z “Split Personality” -- left-hand/right-hand aren’t in synch
z “Turets”
Turets -- leaders inadvertently override those with more knowledge
External Pressures
z Market failures
z Distorted incentives
Unethical or Short-sighted Leadership
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